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The decision and choices that we make as a youth can and does affect our future. So take some time to 

think and or investigate before you decide to make that choice. 

 

“I have much to say About Any matter that concern me in spite of their wishes, fear the emotion that 

inhibits the mind of most causing them to be incapable of acting in their defense at the moment of trial 

is totally lacking in me. I can look upon my total ruins detached and unconcerned as I look upon theirs. 

The payment of life is death” By George Jackson 

 

I am Bernard L Wildee A.k.A Cyco Ex-Gang member from South Area OF SACRAMENTO California 29th 

street & Florin Rd. I am 5’7 172 pounds, age 44 the 2nd oldest of 8. Sign Virgo 08/28/74 

 

I am who I am, I’m only accountable for my own behavior and actions. I was sentenced to 26 to life for a 

non-violent 3rd strike. Constructive possession of a fire-arm. Yes, you can have a gun and they can charge 

me for it. Although you admit the gun is yours and my fingerprints are not on the gun I still got 26 years 

to life.  

During my years of Incarceration, I had some Heavy introspective, See I been incarcerated in some type 

of fashion or form since the age of 8 – 44. I have been through Juvenile hall, girl school, camps, c.y.a 

county jail, and prison. 

 

 I joined a gang as a youth. I felt the streets was more interesting then home. I remember as a youth my 

mother stated “Son, whatever you do in life, be the best at it! If you are going to be a bum be the best 

bum. If I was going to do right be the best at it.” My father said I couldn’t gang bang and have money at 



the same time. So when the Big Homie Tony Morgan (Cadillac Tone) was gunned down in Danger Island 

(The Rock) South Area of /Sacramento Ca. I knew I would be the best gang Banger I could be, so I set out 

to be just that. 

 

I became a beast in the streets and in the jails. From up north to down south even New York brothers 

knew about Big Cyco 29th GBC. I was involved in a lot of awful things. At the time I did not know or 

understand that I was a part of the problem. I was helping to do what 200 years of slavery, the KKK, 

Willie lynch and the pig fascist system couldn’t do or achieve. I WAS COMMITTING GENOCIDE, KILLING 

MY OWN. I don’t have that excuse any longer, I am now educated and believe that I am no longer apart 

of the problem but now a part of the solution. 

 

I am no longer a gang member, I promote my people not to make the same wrong decisions that I have 

as a youth, and it was no mistake for I knew gangs & violence were wrong. I just made wrong decisions.  

 

I want the youth to really look at life. I mean really loo. Read some history about your People. In fact 

read Soledad Brothers, Blood in My Eyes, Comrad G, Road to Hell, all by George Jackson. New Jim Crow 

by Michelle Alexander, A Taste of Power by Elaine Brown, The prisoner’s wife, and Isis papers by 

Frances- Cress. Oh yea Vision of The Black Man by Naim Arkbar 

 

Brothers and sisters these devils just turned in their sheets and pillow cases for police uniforms and 

judge robes. They go licensed to kill us and get away with it.It was bad they was killing our brothers but 

now they are shooting and slamming our sisters. Better open up yawl eyes around you. Stop using and 

selling drugs to your own people.  

 

Right Now they want to build a wall for the Brown brothers and sister then the Africans next. Well they 

already freely killing UN armed and giving us a lot of time. It’s getting worse as the years go by. If we all 

locked up who is there to protect our community and our families. Who is going to protect our family if 

we on drugs and killing each other. You tell me the difference of what’s going on today the 60’s and 70’? 

Absolutely Nothing. 

  

And for all of the squares who speak of and about, we are all Americans. If that’s true. Then have you 

ever thought about this. In England, Britain, France, and other countries there is no second part. The 

society is just English/British French. In America you are Mexican American, African American Native 

American and so forth.  If we all are Americans then we should be like other countries just American no 

race. Have you ever thought of that? 

 

You are treated worse than second class citizens. People can come over here and still be treated better 

then you. Then it seems like everyone dislikes blacks yet we have done nothing to them. Yet they want 

to look alright to these devils who hurt and destroyed them. So hate who they hate so the devils be light 

on them.  

 

Fact is fact. They talk about back ground checks on purchase of firearms because many blacks and gang 

members have a record of some sort. However blacks and gang members are not the one doing all these 

MASS shootings. Yet the law is against you. In the 70’s the B.P.P exercised their rights to bear arms and 



stood on capitol with guns and them devils rushed and changed the law. If you want gun laws to change 

Let blacks with no record start purchasing guns and watch how fast gun laws change even the NRA will 

help pass the bill. 

 

Brothers and sisters open up your eyes who is to protect the people from the ones who are supposed to 

protect and serve. For it is them who are killing our sons and daughters. They still using the Willie lynch 

theory. It’s just the stopped using a rope lynching and start using their guns. 

  

Think about it… really. No one is going to protect you like you. So educate yourself and stand for 

something 

 

I am going to close here with hopes that this make out to you all 

 

Power to the people 

Bernard L. Wilddee  

Zuri Askari 

 


